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Topic - history
For our stunning start we 

created pieces of artwork to 
represent the Victorian Era, the 

Industrial Revolution and the 
Blitz.

We used inspiration from Queen 
Victoria and created our own 

postage stamps. We also 
researched the Industrial 

Revolution to create a 
`lightbulb' full of inventions. 
Finally we used oil pastels to 

create the 
 sky during the Blitz. 

Building Britain: 
1837 - 1945



Topic - history
In our history based topic 

lessons this half term we have 
been learning about the 

Victorians and the Industrial 
Revolution. 

We have used a variety of 
sources to gather our 

information and check their 
reliability. 

Throughout our lessons we have 
compared the lives of many 

people and also thought about 
similarities and difference 

between life then and our life 
now. 

Building Britain: 
1837 - 1945



Topic - history

We had lots of fun on our trip to the Ripon Museums this half term on our ‘Rich and Poor’ day. 
Whilst we were there, we visited a Victorian workhouse where we tried out lots of the jobs that 
residents would have to do, such as washing clothes with a dolly and mangle. At the courthouse, 
we reenacted a trial of a stolen horse and cart and acted as the jury to decide the final verdict! 

Trip: Ripon 
Museums



Maths
Place Value

In maths this half term Y5 have been working hard to 
demonstrate their understanding of place value and number. 

We have used lots of different equipment to help us represent 
different numbers and to enable us to show a deeper 

understanding of the skills we have been learning. 

We've also been focusing on presenting our work clearly so 
that we can go back and check our work. 

Year 6 have studied everything to do with number 
this half-term, from complex calculations 

involving negative numbers and Roman Numerals 
to place value of different integers up to 

10,000,000!

We have also worked hard to develop our 
calculation skills and in particular worked hard to 
master the difficult method of rounding large and 

decimal numbers.



Writing
Y5 - biography

In Year 5, we have been 
researching the life of Queen 
Victoria in order to write an 

engaging and factual biography 
about her. We interviewed 

Professor Brockbank from the 
University of York who shared 
some fascinating facts about 

the Victorian era that we were 
able to incorporate into our 

final pieces of writing.



Writing
Y6 - descriptive 

writing

For one of our writing journeys 
this half term we have been 

focusing on descriptive writing. 
Using our phase book Letters 
from the lighthouse we have 
continued the story ensuring 
that we have considered our 

audience and purpose for 
writing.  



Writing
Y6 - diary entry

Using our trip to Ripon Museums as inspiration, Y6 have also 
been creative in writing a diary entry this half term. We stepped 
into the shoes of a child who would have been sent to live in the 
workhouse and thought carefully about what a typical day would 
have been like. We made sure to include emotive language and 
a chatty, informal tone throughout our diary entry to make sure 

it was suitable for audience and purpose.



Science
Forces

In Science we have been learning about forces. We have 
completed many exciting experiments where we had to work 
together as a team to ensure we were carrying out a fair test. 

Before we could carry out any investigations we learnt about 
gravity, air resistance and water resistance and why they are 

so important. 



RE
What does it mean 
to be a Muslim in 

Britain today?

This half term we were lucky 
enough to visit York Mosque as 

part of our learning about 
Muslim life in Britain. At the 
mosque we heard the call to 

prayer and the Imam told us all 
about the 5 Pillars of Islam. In 

school continued to develop our 
understanding of Muslim life. 



RHE
Healthy and 

happy friendships

This half term in RHE we have 
been learning about 

relationships and friendships. 
We have been discussing what 

makes a happy and healthy 
friendship and have been 
thinking about why some 

friendships change. A big part of 
our learning was based around 

personal safety and risks. 



Music
Street Songs

For our music lessons this half term we have been using our 
voices to create our own Victorian street songs. We loved 
making sounds (from whispers to loud calls) to create the 

atmosphere of a Victorian street after looking at images and 
videos. 

We have impressed our teacher with our ability to understand 
some musical notations too and have enjoyed clapping 

alongside the notations on the screen. 

What would you be 
able to hear?



PE
Basketball 

and Hockey

During our PE lessons we 
have been developing skills 
linked to playing hockey and 
basketball. In both lessons 
we were able to show good 
teamwork whilst controlling 

the balls and show 
confidence when we were 
learning a new skill. We 

have shown respect to our 
peers in every lesson. 

Computing

Internet safety and
Word Processing

During our Computing lessons, we have 
been learning about the importance of 

staying safe whilst using the internet. We 
discussed the effects of social media, how 
to keep information private and what to do 

if you experience any cyber bullying or 
inappropriate content. Later in the term, 
we worked on developing our typing and 
presentation skills linked to using Google 

Docs and Google Slides.

Spanish
School Life 

and Routines

In Spanish lessons with Ms 
thompson, we have been 

learning about how to discuss 
school routines and subjects. We 
have practised saying what our 

favourite subjects are and saying 
why we like or dislike a certain 

subject.



Art
Drawing

Throughout our art lessons this half term, we have been 
developing our drawing skills. We have been inspired by 
William Morris' textiles work and have used his Victorian 

designs to influence our creations. We have explored mark 
making, texture, tone and form whilst sketching our 

Victorian wallpaper designs. After half term we are going to 
use technology to make our designs into repeated patterns 

too! 



Values
Respect

In school this half term we have been focusing on the value 
of respect. We have thought about respecting our world and 
respecting each other (our actions, thoughts and feelings). 
We have reflected upon ways we can be respectful in our 

everyday lives too. 
During our Church Service, we put lots of our ideas linked to 
respect together to show our families and Y3/4 we enjoyed 

showing off what we know about our school value. 



Events

Harvest
Festival 

For this years Poetry Slam, Year 5 worked 
together to produce a fabulous performance of 

‘Mr Kartoffels’. Similarly, Year 6 used their 
acting and reading skills to deliver an excellent 

rendition of Roald Dahl’s fractured fairytale 
‘Jack and the Beanstalk’.

Take a look at some of our artwork we created. 

Poetry 
Slam

For our Harvest festival that we held in school, members of our phase worked 
together to perform the poem ‘The Haves and the Needs’. 



Coming up in Autumn 2…

Topic: 
WWI and 

WWII

DT: 
Shelter 
building

Art: Painting

PE: Dance 

Computing: 
Rapid Router 

Coding

RE: Islam and 
Incarnation

RHE: Similarities 
and differences 

School Value: 
Compassion


